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By public transport
If you are traveling by the intercity train from Schiphol Airport/Leiden/The Hague, change at
The Hague HS and take a local train (sprinter) to Rotterdam CS (approx. 4 times per
hour). Get off at Delft Zuid station.
If travelling by the intercity trains from Utrecht or Antwerp/Breda/Dordrecht, change at
Rotterdam CS and take a local train (sprinter) to The Hague CS or Leiden (approx.
4 times per hour). Get off at Delft Zuid station.
From Delft Zuid station, our offices at Vlinderweg 6 are about a five minute walk (see map
for the right direction). If you are coming from the direction Rotterdam, you will first have to
cross the rail track by means of the stairs. Turn left when you leave the train station and
cross the road at the traffic lights. Walk further through a small green lane/bicycle path
towards the office buildings in front of you. NEN is located in the second building.
If you arrive at Delft Central Station take bus 60 or 64 (direction “Tanthof”) and get off at
bus stop “Kalfjeslaan”. Walk a few meters back to the Kalfjeslaan and turn right there.
From there you can then see our office building at some 300m distance. Travelling time is
approximately 10 minutes.

By car
Coming from the direction The Hague/Amsterdam on the A4, follow the signs ‘Rotterdam/Delft’ at the Prins Clausplein junction near The Hague. To continue on A13. Get off at
the Delft Zuid exit and turn right at the traffic lights at the top.
Coming from the direction Rotterdam on the A13: get off at the Delft Zuid exit. Turn left
at the traffic lights at the top (three-quarter turn on the roundabout).
Having thus left the A13 continue till the next traffic lights (approximately 1 km). Turn left at
these lights. Follow the road (=Tanthofdreef) in its left turn, ignore the bus lane entrance at
the right hand side, pass the first crossing and, some 100m further down, take to the right
the entranceway to our premises. (See the map) The parking lot is a bit further on.
Hotel accommodation can be found at the following address: http://delft.nl/delften/Tourists/Accommodations/Hotels_in_Delft

ATTENTION!

When leaving the parking lot,
you can’t go back the same way,
but will have to take the exit at
the Kikkerweg. At the exit of
the parking lot, turn right to the
Kikkerweg. After 100m turn right
again and after another 100m
turn left and you are back on the
Tanthofdreef.

